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CATALIKA SINKS U-BOAT IN SNOW STORM

Flying through a snow-storm, a Catalina of R.A.F. Coastal Command surprised and

attacked a U-boat lying in wait for an important convoy.

Within a few seconds, the .enemy submarine was sliding, stern first, to the bottom

of the sea, and eight to ten of its crew, the only ones who could escape from the

sinking U-boat, wore left in the ice-cold water.

The^ Catalina 1
s captain, Squadron-Leader F.J, French, D.F.C., of Felixstowe,

sighted the U-boat first, when he broke' out of the snow-storm, and through a gap in

the clouds, saw the enemy on the surface.

As he gave the order "Action Stations", end closed the range, the Germans fired

with their cannon-guns.

"They were rolling badly in the heavy sea and their aim was hopeless”, said

Squadron-Leader French, "As we closed the range their light machine-guns started

blazing at us. Then, my front-gunner, who had held his fire, opened up. The

enemy's fire was so bad that we took no evasive action, and their gun crews ceased

firing.

"I was able to manoeuvre into position and unload my depth-charges as though on

a practice run over a target”, said Squadron-Leader French. "We completely straddled

it and as the spray subsided we saw the U-boat's stern- disappearing, and men scrambling

out of the conning-tower in their Mae Wests,

"The U-boat suddenly stuck its bows in the air and slid below the surface.

It was all over so fast that only a few of the crew could escape.
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"For some time I cruised around hoping to be able to direct a vessel to

pick up the survivors, but the snowstorm caught up with us, and we were forced

to return to base. The U-boat had been sunk but neither we nor our kite had

been scratched"
•

Although Squadron Leader French has several times sighted U-boats, this was

his first confirmed "kill". His brother is in the Navy. "I have several friends

also in the Merchant service so you can guess how I feel about U-boats", he said#

One "member of the crow who did not see the attack -was Warrant-Officer F. Hammett

of Bath, at the wireless instruments.

"AH the time I have been with Coastal Command I have been hoping to be ’in’

at a kill, and when it does happen I am kept so busy on the key sending reports

of the attack back to base, that I know all, but can see nothing", he said#

The flight-engineer, Pilot-Officer W.L. McGuintey, of Ontario, took a number

of photographs of the sinking. "When we got the order ’action stations’, he

said, "I scrambled with sergeant E. Brown, of Aberdeen, our rigger, into one of the

blisters. We saw the depth charges go down, but no flak came up at us. Then

there were th plumes of white and black spray as they exploded and, as the spray

subsided, we could see the bows of the U-boat standing high in the air.

"I was hanging out, with Brown holding on to my legs, and taking pictures, but

it -was so cold that I -was afraid I would drop the camera, and he had to pull me in#

We ‘were low over the sea as we made our second run across, hut by this time the

U-boat had disappeared, leaving only a few survivors".

Squadron-Leader French was awarded an immediate D.F.C. for this action#

NOTE: PICTURE AVAILABLE AT P.N.A.
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